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 It is now available in the US, as the Enterra CADS RC product, as well as updated versions of AutoCAD and several CADS
programmes. CADS RC and its predecessor, RenewalX, have been the primary software used by the engineering sector for
more than 20 years. They are ideal for engineering design projects and have been extensively used for building construction

projects. RenewalX is a powerful concrete detailing software package, with excellent working interface and the ability to create
highly detailed, accurate technical drawings in minutes. RenewalX can be used for detailing: Concrete and cement structures

and infrastructures Roof and ceiling slabs and walls Floor and wall systems Fences and parapets Interior details including
staircases, doors, windows, staircases, and fire exits Water and storm drains Water, waste and drainage piping Kitchen and

bathroom details RenewalX is a concrete detailing program with the following features: Easy to learn, with a powerful yet easy-
to-use interface CADS RC integrated solutions Overview RenewalX and CADS RC offer the flexibility and power of

RenewalX with a software package that fits your needs. RenewalX offers: One application for detailing and detailing reports A
number of excellent reinforcing detailing tools, including separate tools for walls and concrete beams The option to work

automatically, or interactively, with an AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT environment RenewalX RenewalX is an engineering product
used by the architectural and structural engineering industry. It is renowned for its detailing power, ability to incorporate

detailed building information, and its ability to import from other CAD packages. It is an extremely powerful design tool, with
extensive options for controlling detailing. RenewalX is at its best for detailing the complex reinforcing details common to

reinforced concrete structures. RenewalX offers both fixed-axis and interactive techniques for detailing reinforced concrete
structures. It includes highly accurate plan and elevation tools, and additional drawing tools such as for beams and columns. It
can also export to AutoCAD, Revit, and MicroStation, providing access to the full range of AutoCAD and Revit applications.
Importing data into RenewalX includes: Included concrete properties from other design software Included concrete properties

from the Reinforced Concrete Institute ( 82157476af
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